The Road Warrior Companion: AIPTEK launches
i120
Global Aiptek Corporation, the world-leading Pico Projector designer
and manufacturer will present its latest product in its MOVE series,
MobileCinema i120.
The MOVE series is the epitome of devices for the on-the-go user
lifestyle, offering the ultimate in portability and functionality without
compromise.
“i120 is the ideal ally, side-kick, assistant, companion and definitely the
most

powerful

mobile

projector

for

the

modern

travelling

businessperson or user with an active lifestyle.” says Frank Sheu, CEO,
Global Aiptek Corporation. “i120 brings the concept of sharing media
anytime, anywhere, to the next level.”
The device is constructed with an exterior housing that features a
sophisticated fusion of a seamless metallic finished frame for rigidity
and a hard-coated glossy polycarbonate body, that results in a solid
yet striking aesthetic.
i120 provides an unprecedented number of wireless connectivity
options for work and play. Screen mirroring of device content is
compatible for all major mobile operating systems, namely iOS,
Android and Windows, thus enabling a unified and cable free
experience. Additionally, dedicated apps for media streaming,
displaying browser content and an audio-out jack, further extends
i120’s practicality.
The integrated HDMI ports are highlighted by its impressive capability
to equip any HDMI Television with a robust wireless streaming platform
for content to be inputted wirelessly on a shared Wi-Fi network. This
highly intuitive feature is smartly designed to be plugged in and
streamed effortlessly without the need for users to purchase an Apple
TV unit or Google Chromecast dongle.

With the DLP projector brightness rated at 120 lumens, i120 is capable
of creating imagery with bright, vivid, sharp and precise colour tones
from the source of FHD/HD image at native resolution of 854 x 480
pixels. Projected screen size can beam content up to 120 inches (305
cm) ensuring users can enjoy a viewing experience with cinema
quality familiarity that can be used to deliver business presentations,
hosting movie nights, gaming or camping outdoors.
Underpinning the i120 is a built-in 3600 mAH (3.7V) rechargeable
battery which supports 120 minutes of continuous projection. It can
also function as a power bank to charge mobile devices that feature
a micro USB port.
With dimensions of only 118 x 121 x 24 mm, weighing at just 260 grams,
i120 provides ultimate portability that is so compact and lightweight, it
conveniently fits into your pocket, briefcase, carry bag or backpack
for on the go portability.
i120 will be available at a SRP of EUR 349.

